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Towards smart payments regulation 
Global best practice in balancing growth, profit, innovation and fairness in retail payments

Discussion session with John Chaplin
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Background & building blocks

Explore card market issues through recent research

Economics of payment 

Political influence 

Regulation and role of central banks

Innovation and new market entrants

How and why is Nigeria different
Comparison with global best practice

Session deliberately light on statistics but focussed on key issues!
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Biography – John Chaplin
Executive Vice President, Visa – 17 years

Vice President, First Data International – 4 years

Payments Adviser to European Commission for 3 years, adviser to 
European Central Bank

Fintech Adviser to software providers and investment funds

Former adviser to NPCI (India), current  adviser to  Turkish 
Bankers Committee and several schemes/switches

Chairman of Ixaris Systems – Visa/M’Card issuer in Europe, global platform provider

Independent researcher in two areas (for industry benefit - not sponsored or sold)
Domestic payments systems & regulation

Payments & fintech innovation 

Visited payments organisations in 46 countries
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My starting point for the seminar

Banks are regularly demanding less regulation
More than 70% of development expenditure now on compliance
Profitability of retail financial services is declining
Many regulations don’t achieve what they intended and prevent good business

But this is unrealistic and will not happen
Record of banks globally is poor (e.g. misselling, money laundering, LIBOR and 
currency fixing)
Network industries (e.g. payments) create major opportunity for unfair 
competition

But the industry has a right to better, smarter regulation
Frequent rule changes are a sign of bad regulation and deter investment
Industry must actively work with regulators to achieve a good outcome 
Clear, consistent, even handed and risk-based regulation is the goal
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Eight observations based on experience

In most markets >95% of transactions are domestic

Mass consumer payment behaviour changes over 5-10 years, rarely quicker

Financial inclusion requires low cost payments but is not the only factor

Profit is a key motivator for industry players and drives innovation

Most payment investments have 30-60 month payback periods

Public authorities are generally poor at innovation

Leaving the market totally to competitive forces leads to higher costs for many

Markets that lose their domestic players usually regret it  
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Session objective

With aim of smart regulation of Nigerian payments, learn from 
global best practice & identify potential future directions

Your information sources
Collective and individual experience of Nigerian market

What has worked well and where improvement is needed

My information sources
Global research study of payments 2014
25 years experience of retail payments from 5 continents
Recent meetings, seminars & workshops with central banks and 
bankers committees in several markets

Through discussion we can all learn about being smarter
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Background to recent project

2012/13 project looked at role of domestic approaches to 
card payments in global world: input from 17 schemes 

High level of interest  including from central 
banks/regulators and global organisations. Further 
research requested including 

Detailed comparisons of economics

Input from broader range of stakeholders

Consider mobile as well as conventional card payments

Expert research team assembled
John Chaplin, Andrew Veitch, Prof. Jürgen Bott

Input from Washington DC organisations 
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Project objectives and methodology
Assumption that countries have 2 broad options:

To rely solely on the international card schemes for products and 
interbank infrastructure
Or, to operate domestic solutions/approaches for some needs alongside 
international providers’ offerings

Research examined factors impacting choice of approach
Economic efficiency for the aggregate of stakeholders in a market
Ability to develop solutions suited to the local market
Governance and control implications

Input (with respondents anonymity guaranteed) from
Domestic payments providers
Central banks/ regulators
International schemes via proxy of recently departed ex-executives 
Retail banks

Primary research into comparative payment scheme costs.
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Prospects for domestic payments providers
On balance domestic schemes & switches are 
optimistic but some see position as getting worse

In Europe some small schemes are ending 

In Australia, domestic scheme is currently under 
major attack from Visa & MasterCard

Retail bank have split views
Paradox: None of the banks want their domestic scheme 
wound up. But in short term, some want to move to 
international schemes and switch back later

Multi-country bank dilemma: Banks want volume-pricing 
benefits so see domestic schemes & networks as impediment. 
But they want local support that domestic schemes provide
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Domestic schemes – advantages & threats
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Investment resource

Domestic schemes have concerns about lack of investment for 
innovation

Lowest cost, utility model has major drawbacks

Traditionally bank-owned schemes have kept costs/fees too low leaving 
little opportunity for product development

Situation is now starting to change without harming low-cost 
advantage of domestic schemes

Some markets, banks now providing funds for major initiatives 

Private capital now being introduced in some countries  
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International acceptance

Banks want to be able to offer international acceptance to consumers 
even though 90%+ never need it

Traditional model from many markets was good solution:
Domestic scheme & switch for in-country transactions
International scheme and network for foreign usage

ICS no longer want to partner
They want to brand and switch in-country transactions
They want to weaken and eventually kill local capabilities

Domestic schemes now being forced to look at alternative solutions
Partner with Discover or UnionPay
Direct arrangements with major destination markets
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The economic case for domestic schemes

Background
Domestic schemes argue that they are the low-cost providers

International schemes also claim cost advantage

Retail banks say long-term cost is key decision factor

Central banks/regulators want low cost payments but often have poor data 

In-depth study of 5 markets to verify actual position
Developed and developing countries included

Range of market sizes evaluated

Total market perspective; position for individual stakeholder may be different
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Economic analysis – results 

Cost advantage of domestic schemes is 
proven even after ICS rebates of 30%

Average cost is 45% of international 
scheme cost with range of 25%-75%

Denmark & Australia published data at 
low end of range

Comparison not affected significantly by 
market size
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Domestic schemes cost advantage explained
Cost conscious approach to budgeting/cost control 

Not involved in the expensive advertising and sponsorship favoured by ICS

Rarely get involved in M&A activities and costly speculative innovation

Building blocks of domestic scheme and infrastructure more readily available from 
competent providers at a reasonable cost

CPA chip specification now more widely supported and D-PAS achieving market traction

There are several consulting organisations with scheme expertise 

Possibilities to share technology costs between domestic schemes in a region; e.g. 
agreement to share wallet technology between Turkey and Spain
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Economic analysis – central bank perspective

Central banks complained about lack of accurate data, especially from ICS

Central banks are in favour of low cost providers

Most central banks not in favour of zero margin approach of some domestic 
providers; no ability to innovate

Developing country central banks

Mostly believe domestic schemes are low cost 

Are keen to see value retention in local economy; e.g. RuPay in India
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Economic analysis – retail bank views

Although economics is primary decision factor, most banks complained 
about ICS costs:

Difficult to understand, a deliberate ICS strategy 

Have been rising YOY since stock market flotation

New fee categories are sometimes introduced

Each bank says that they see through incentive payments (>$2bn from 
each ICS) and claim to not to be swayed

But they all say that others are swayed and that it is a bad practice
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Level playing field – domestic scheme views

Domestic schemes see clear duty & role for central 
banks/regulators to promote sustainable competition

Suggestions for implementation
Ban exclusivity deals, including single scheme ‘lock-out deals’ by 
banks. Support Durbin style rule requiring major banks to 
participate in >1 one scheme/network

Incentive payments by card schemes to banks to ‘buy’ issuance 
should not be allowed

A common AID (application identifier) for debit

Lower costs should be passed on to merchant with reward 
of higher acceptance
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Level playing field – central bank views

Central bank starting position
Neutrality between card schemes

Light touch regulation preferred

Interoperability is top priority in developing markets

Central bank issues
Anti-competitive behaviour can lead to economic inefficiency

International schemes do not share information and can also take aggressive legal action

International card scheme incentives are seen as a major market distortion by many central 
banks but some in denial and no consensus on how best to stop it

Some central banks reluctant to intervene in card scheme rules
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Level playing field – ICS view

Regulatory action to ensure level playing field is major concern of ICS

Developed markets now have more level playing field  because 
regulators have exhausted patience with ICS

Still some deference to international players in some developing markets

Two major ways to drive market share growth
Higher interchange (if regulators allow it)

Incentive payments

If market share can be increased, economics  of domestic players will 
weaken and lower competitiveness 
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Central bank role – scheme views

Schemes & retail banks see 
central bank role in cards 
limited to

Ensuring interoperability

Interbank settlement

Strong opposition to
Switching

Schemes

Setting merchant fees

Merchant settlement
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Central bank role – their own views

Cards/ATM/mobile
Central bank views highly aligned to scheme and retail bank views
Requiring and enforcing interoperability seen as No 1 role

Mobile a special focus

Minority see central bank role as a catalyst for cards/ATMs but must  back out asap if 
private sector operators are in the market
Majority opposed to this view

Compromises independence of central bank
Difficult to stop expansion of business scope

RTGS/ACH
RTGS: Natural central bank role and will be a monopoly
ACH: Can be central bank role or banking industry role but other people can also play 
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Central bank role – mobile a top priority

Interoperability between mobile 
money systems seen as 
important by all central banks 
and schemes

Walled garden approach not 
supportive of financial inclusion

Nobody against adapting existing 
interoperability mechanisms for 
mobile
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Central bank role in driving mobile interoperability

Industry preference for central 
bank to set technical 
interoperability terms/rules 
but not commercial terms

Central banks believe they may 
have to intervene on 
commercial terms because 
market forces are too slow to 
deliver interoperability
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Governance & control – central bank view

Governance and control of domestic payments is a key issue for most central 
banks and also retail banks

Politicisation of payments is major concern with US State Department cited as 
the major actor; many countries relooking at strategy 

India: RBI wants domestic payments processed in India and ideally on a local 
scheme (RuPay) for control and cost reasons

Russia: domestic scheme/switch being developed as market is highly exposed, 
domestic transactions were switched through ICS systems and no domestic 
schemes 
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Governance & control – other stakeholder views

ICS execs say that Russia has highlighted a major problem with business 
model which many countries have ignored

In-country processing/switching
Card scheme especially for debit and identity cards

Not easy for Visa/MC to respond to pressure for change because their model 
is centralised

Losing processing revenue is a major blow so wherever possible national switch needs to 
be disintermediated, e.g. Australia, South Africa
Issuing banks need to be persuaded to drop national scheme

However too much bank control of payments is enemy of innovation and 
holds back the market 
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Why many regulators encourage new market entrants

Int'l card schemes (4%)
4%

Retail banks (4%)
4%

Technology vendors (12%)
12%

New market entrants (72%)
72%

Other (8%)
8%

Which type of organisation is best at driving payments innovation? 

Global Payments Innovation Jury 2013

New market entrants may 
be non-bank financial 
institutions or fintech
companies

Increasingly common for 
established banks to 
partner with new market 
entrants

Most common areas for 
non-banks to play a role: 
merchant acquiring, pre-
paid, remittances
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My own thoughts on central bank/regulator choices

There are genuinely difficult choices to be made and central banks 
can be criticised by many players

Payments are complex and evolving quickly so good 
information/analysis are hard to achieve

If domestic solutions are seen as important the central bank must 
actively support them

Direct central bank participation in the industry is fraught with 
risks and should be avoided wherever possible
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European lessons in payments regulation
Good points

Payments regulations are separate from banking regulations 

Non-bank financial institutions are permitted for many payment activities but closely regulated 

Wide industry consultation before any changes and time for industry to adapt; 5 year cycle

They are tackling unfair competitive practices (although slowly) and look at detailed payment rules 

Regulator and European Central Bank has not become an operator

Bad points

Payment regulation and competition regulation not brought fully together

Over concentration on interchange

Insufficient focus on cost of change and who will pay for it

Regulations were intended to encourage multiple schemes but had opposite effect 
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Nigeria - differences from international norms

Comprehensive policy for cashless society (or less cash society)

Few non-bank financial institutions

Low penetration of prepaid cards in the under-banked sector

Interbank fees and merchant charges set centrally

POS transaction fees are low for maturity of market

Single switch for POS transactions

Central bank participation in switching/processing company

National identity card with ICS partner
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Open Q&A session
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John Chaplin
CC Associates Ltd

john@chaplinonline.com

+447710096716
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Card payments growth – Spain example
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